HINDUSTAN

Piano
1st Clarinet in B-flat
1st Saxophone (E-flat Alto)
2nd Saxophone (B-flat Tenor)
3rd Saxophone (E-flat Alto)
4th Saxophone (B-flat Tenor)
1st Trumpet in B-Flat
2nd Trumpet in B-Flat
3rd Trumpet in B-Flat
1st Trombone
1st Violin
2nd Violin
Bass
Guitar or Banjo
Drums
Vocal Trio (Tenor I, Tenor II, Baritone)

Notes
Piano has cued melody plus lyrics. The reverse side has two pages of cover art, one of advertisements, and one blank page.
Saxes switch to Clarinet for a middle section
1st Violin is written for unison, two and three parts. There are two parts with this set.
Other parts including lyrics are cued.
2nd Violin divides into two parts.
Bass part also includes lyrics.
Banjo/Guitar part also has lyrics.

Lyrics
Hindustan
Where we stopped to rest our tired caravan,
Hindustan
Where the painted peacock proudly spreads his fan,
Hindustan
Where the purple sun bird flashed across the sand,
Hindustan
Where I met her and the world began.
HINDUSTAN

Words and Music by
OLIVER G. WALLACE
& HAROLD WEEKS
A Frank Skinner Arrangement

PIANO

Moderato

P Solo

Hin - du - stan
Where we stopped to
rest our tired caravans

Hin - du - stan
Where the painted Peacock
proudly spreads his fan
Where the purple sunbird flashed across the sand

Hindustan Where I met her and the

world began

Hear these recordings:

Jan Garber — Okeh No. 6237
Pancho — Decca No. 3620
Alvino Rey — Bluebird No. B11136
Hindustan. Pa. 4.
HINDUSTAN

2d SAXOPHONE
(B♭ Tenor)

Words and Music by
OLIVER G. WALLACE
& HAROLD WEEKS
A Frank Skinner Arrangement

Forster Music Pub, Inc., Chicago, Ill.,
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HINDUSTAN

3d SAXOPHONE
(Eb Alto)

Words and Music by
OLIVER G. WALLACE
& HAROLD WEEKS
A Frank Skinner Arrangement

Forster Music Pub, Inc., Chicago, III.

MADE IN U.S.A
Change to Bb Clar.

Change to ALTO

3d Alto Sax.
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HINDUSTAN

Words and Music by
OLIVER G WALLACE
& HAROLD WEEKS
A Frank Skinner Arrangement

GUITAR
or
BANJO

Moderato

Ab7 Db

Hindu-stan Where we stopped to
rest our tired cara-van

Ab7

Hindu-stan Where the painted peacock proudly spreads his fan

Db

Hindu-stan Where the purple sunbird flashed across the sand

Gb Ab7 Gb

Hindu-stan Where I met her and the world be-

Ab

gan.

Eb7 Eb7 Gbm Db dim Gb

Hindu-stan Where I met her and the world be-

gan.

Ebm Bbm Bm F Fm Cm G

Cm Cm Ab Cm

Ab7 67 Cm

Gm7 Gm dim Gm dim Gm D7
HINDUSTAN

Words and Music by
OLIVER G. WALLACE
& HAROLD WEEKS

A Frank Skinner Arrangement

Moderato

Tom Tom

Drums

Where we stopped to rest our tired caravan

Hindustan

Where the painted peacock proudly spreads his fan

Hindustan

Where the purple sunbird flashed across the sand

Hindustan

Drummer and the world be gan.

Hindustan

HINDUSTAN

VOCAL TRIO

Words and Music by
OLIVER G. WALLACE
& HAROLD WEEKS
A Frank Skinner Arrangement

Tenor I

Hindu stan, Where we stopped to rest our tired car-

van, Hindu stan Where the painted peacock

proud ly spreads his fan, Hindu stan,

Where the purple sun bird flashed across the sand, Hindu stan,

Where I met her and the world began.

Tenor II

Hindu stan, Where we stopped to rest our tired car-

van, Hindu stan Where the painted peacock

proud ly spreads his fan, Hindu stan,

Where the purple sun bird flashed across the sand, Hindu stan,

Where I met her and the world began.

Baritone

Forster Music Pub., Inc., Chicago, Ill., MADE IN U.S.A.
HINDUSTAN

FRANK SKINNER

BY

ORCHESTRA

ARRANGEMENT

FOX TROT

Kirk 1916-1920
SHEFTE Piano Improvising

VOLUME ONE

Greatest contribution to modern piano playing ever published!

Not just another Piano Book but the most extraordinary key to intelligent piano playing, either popular or classical, that has ever been written.

IT DEVELOPS...

A SENSE OF HARMONY
A SENSE OF MUSICAL PROPORTION
A SENSE OF “FEEL” FOR THE PIANO KEYBOARD.

YOU LEARN...

Chord Construction... Chords in all Keys... Chord Analysis and Determination... Chord Relationship and Families... Chord Progressions for popular music... Modern Professional Style... Full Bass for All Chords... Transposition and the Art of Converting Popular Songs into Modern Professional Style.

Shefte PIANO IMPROVISING trains you to build full professional style arrangements of popular songs “at sight” from music and by ear but SYSTEMATICALLY and SCIENTIFICALLY.

Price, $1.00 in U.S.A. ($1.20 in Canada and other countries.)

SHEFTE Piano Improvising

VOLUME TWO

Contains the MORE ADVANCED STAGES of improvising, Piano Harmony and Modern Professional Style Piano Playing.

Piano Improvising Volume Two is a continuation of Volume One

Words cannot describe this incomparable volume. The following are just a few of the subjects covered.

More advanced forms of Chord Progressions.
Large variety attractive novelty Bass Figures for “small” and “large” hands.
All Principal Chord Progressions with Advanced Forms of Bass.
Includes so-called Weird Chords such as 7 (6) chords, 9 (6) chords, 11th chords, Augmented 11th chords, 13th chords and others. Reduced full-bass for all chords. 10th Inversions. Chime Chords.

Every Teacher—Every Musician—Every Student will prize this volume. So much valuable information has never been offered in any book.

Price, $1.00 in U.S.A. ($1.20 in Canada and other countries.)

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER, Inc.,

216 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS